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AI PC to enhance PC demand in 2H24-2025F        

..    
 
 
 
 
  

Event   

We forecast global demand will grow 6% YoY in 2024, after a double-digit decline in 2022-
23. AI PC proliferation will be another driver of PC industry growth in 2H24-25F. 

Impact 

PC demand to recover in 2024F. We estimate global PC shipments will fall 14-15% YoY in 
2023 due to shaky macroeconomic conditions, which will be the trough after the near-
term shipment peak of 342mn units in 2021. However, PC channel inventory returned to 
a healthy level in 3Q23, and brands have seen demand recover for high-end PCs, such as 
gaming NBs. In 2024, we forecast global PC demand will grow 5.5% YoY (NB and DT to 
both grow 5-6% YoY), thanks to: (1) resumption of replacement demand on economic 
recovery, following the last cycle peaking in 2020-21; (2) upgrade demand triggered by 
end-of-service for Windows 10 in 2025F; (3) launch of Intel’s (US) new Meteor Lake CPU, 
which will support AI functionality, in NB in December 2023 and DT in 2024F; (4) the 
launch of Windows 12 in 2024F, with AI functionality support boosting upgrade demand. 
We expect the commercial and high-end consumer market to see replacement demand 
for and upgrades to AI-enabled PCs first. We forecast global commercial PC demand will 
grow 7% YoY in 2024, which will outstrip consumer PC growth of 3% YoY. This will benefit 
NB ODMs with higher commercial market exposure, such as Inventec (2356 TT, NT$45.05, 
OP) and Compal Electronics (2324 TT, NT$34, NR). 

AI PC demand to boost replacement cycle in 2H24-25F. Qualcom (US) first launched its 
AI accelerator, NPU Hexagon, on the Snapdragon X Elite platform, in October 2023, which 
performs up to 45 trillion operations per second (TOPS). Intel launched its mobile Meteor 
Lake CPU (Core Ultra processor, produced via the Intel 4 process) on December 14, 
integrated with neural processing units (NPU), offering 2.5x better power efficiency than 
the Raptor Lake CPUs. AMD (US) also announced its mobile AI enabled CPU series, Ryzen 
8040 (Hawk Point), in December. Performance for Intel’s Meteor Lake, including the CPU, 
NPU, and GPU, is 34 TOPS versus 33 TOPS for AMD’s Phoenix CPU (2023), and 39 TOPS 
for its Hawk Point CPU, which will be launched in 1Q24F. In addition, Intel’s next-
generation CPUs for both DT and NB, including Arrow Lake, Lunar Lake, and Panther Lake, 
will provide more advanced performance and greater capabilities. In December, Intel 
announced an AI PC acceleration program, which will connect independent hardware 
vendors (IHVs) and independent software vendors (ISVs) with Intel resources. Intel is 
aiming to enable AI functionality on more than 100mn PCs by 2025 (30-35% penetration 
rate), and targets AI PC penetration of 80% of the PC market by 2028F. AI-enabled PCs 
have AI and machine-learning capabilities, which can assist users with the creation, 
editing, optimization, and compression of audio and video. They can also improve the 
quality and efficiency of workloads, and will help users protect their data and privacy, 
preventing various threats and attacks. AI PC development is focused on edge AI, which 
improves the reasoning capabilities of PCs, versus the current AI architecture, which is 
mainly based on cloud data centers. Following the launch of Windows 12 and the debut 
of new AI software, we expect more AI PC models to launch in 2H24-2025, which would 
be another driver of PC industry growth. We forecast AI PC penetration will reach 5-10% 
in 2024 (around 20mn units), and over 20% in 2025. Amid the AI PC trend, we expect 
brands, such as Asustek (2357 TT, NT$424.5, OP), Acer (2353 TT, NT$40.7, NR), HP (US), 
Dell (US), and Lenovo (CN), to benefit from greater high-end model sales weightings and 
ASP expansion. In addition, NB ODMs will see PC demand rise in 2024-25F, in addition to 
AI server sales growth, further driving sales and profit expansion. To meet higher 
computing performance requirements, we believe memory and memory connectors will 
need to be upgraded, and thermal solutions will be enhanced on rising thermal design 
power (TDP). These component companies’ NB PC application sales will increase on spec 
upgrades. AI PC will also fuel margin expansion and EPS growth. 

Stocks for Action 

We forecast PC demand will recover in 2024, which will benefit PC brands, such as 
Asustek and Acer, as well as NB ODMs, such as Quanta Computer (2382 TT, NT$203.5, 
OP), Wistron (3231 TT, NT$92, OP), Inventec, and Compal Electronics. AI server sales will 
also expand in 2024F. In addition, we expect AI PC demand to fuel memory, memory 
connector, thermal, and battery makers’ EPS growth. 

Risks 

Weak demand; further ASP and margin contraction. 
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